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Combitech Polarsys and Eclipse members 



Press release 
For many years we have, bit by bit, started to adopt Eclipse based tools 

in various areas of systems and software development. Until recently 
mostly as users, but lately also as modifier´s of different IDE´s and 
developer of new ones. 

A vision that has become clearer over the last years is the possibility to 
make open source tools a solution for the long term maintenance of 
products with long life cycles. This is a reality for many of our projects 
and partners who often face problems when a tool disappears from 
the market. We believe that open data formats and open source 
tools gives a clue to a solution to achieve long term 
sustainability of tools and data.  It also gives the freedom to users 
to adapt the tools according to their needs in a suitable pace. 

“As a consultancy company we find the eco-system around open 
source and Eclipse very interesting and we aim at being an 
important provider of different services around open source tools in 
general and Eclipse in particular, to benefit our customers”, says Gert 
Johansson, open source expert representing Combitech in Eclipse. 



About Combitech 
§  Engineering Consultancy company 
§  1300 employees 
§  20+ offices in Sweden and Norway 
§  from Mechanical engineering, Electrical 

engineering to Systems and Software 
§  Defence, Aerospace, Telecom, 

Automotive, Industry,  Safety, Security                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    



ArCon (Architecture Conformance Validation Tool 



Traditional architect role for ADD 



Architect role with automatic 
architecture conformance validation 



ArCon Principles of Operation 
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Specification of ArCon rules models 



ArCon integrated with Papyrus/Topcased 



ArCon Architectural Rules 

<<M1>>
C1

<<M2>>
C2<<SR1>> R1 <<SR2>> R2

Mu2Mu1

<<SA>>A:T

C3

<<MA, S1…Sn>>

Generic reference model for definition of specific rules 



Transformation T1 

T1: A class named C1 with the stereotype M1 is transformed into a  
stereotype named C1 extending the meta-class M1 unless transformation 
 number T3 below applies. If M1 is undefined then “Class” is assumed  
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Transformation T8 

T8: If M1 equals “Package” and the aggregation of R1 is “composite”:  
A <<C1>> Package is constrained to have Mu2 number of <<C2>> elements 
as packagedElements. The visibility of these elements shall be the visibility 
of Mu2.  
Also, a <<C1>> package is not allowed to have any packagedElements 
unless explicitly allowed in the model. 



T8 Sample architecture model 

The element shall have a  
“Sensor_Pkg” stereotype The package element is  

expected based on stereotype 

The The sensor package shall have  
1 to 4 classes with <<sensor>> stereotype 



T8 Sample system model 



Modeling Operations and aggregations 
ArCon 



Architectural modeling for ArCon 






